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 Listen to the conversations. Check (P) the correct answers. (4 POINTS) 

1. Sheila wants to meet new people. Max suggests _____ . 3. Josh thinks that space travel _____ . 
 £ going to a public park  £ is a possibility 
 £ the best bookstore  £ didn’t happen before 1990 
 £ joining a book club  £ is finished for now 

2. Sheila can get a recommendation for a dance class _____ . 4. Kayla thinks _____ . 
 £ at a contest  £ there is water on other planets 
 £ from Max’s sister-in-law Melissa  £ people will vacation on the moon 
 £ from her neighbors  £ astronauts will build telescopes 

Correct the mistake in each sentence or question. (4 POINTS) 

1. Do you know where can I get someone to cut my hair? 
2. You can have your car fix at an auto repair shop. 
3. Do you know where Eliza can have her driver’s license renew? 
4. You can get your leather boots shines at Joe’s Shoe Shop. 

Circle the correct three-word phrasal verb. (3 POINTS) 

1. Thank you for (looking forward to / coming up with / getting along with) a great solution to my problem. 
2. Sam had to get a science tutor. He couldn’t (put up with / keep up with / take care of) the other students in 

chemistry class. 
3. Michelle has (cut down on / come up with / broken up with) sugar and fat. She’s lost over 15 pounds! 

Paige’s smartphone is dead, and she can’t figure out how to get it to work again. Complete the suggestions for  
possible solutions. (3 POINTS) 

1. It might be a good idea _____________ (check out) a website discussion group. 
2. One option is _____________ (try) to recharge the battery. 
3. What about _____________ (bring) it to a cell phone repair shop? 

Complete the sentences with ago, during, for, from, in, over, since, or to. (4 POINTS) 

1. Vincent van Gogh died in 1890, more than 100 years _____________ . 
2. Disco was a popular form of music _____________ 1978 to 1980. 
3. Spinning was a popular type of exercise _____________ the 2000s. 
4. People have been using home computers _____________ the 1980s. 

Name: _________________________ 
Date: _________________________ 

Score: _________________________ 
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F Complete the predictions with will, the future continuous, or the future perfect. (4 POINTS) 

1. Sophisticated robots _____________ (replace) many factory workers in the near future. 
2. Tiny computers _____________ (be used) to help people with physical problems. Some people 

_____________ (not need) a wheelchair to move around any longer. 
3. Later in this century, people _____________ (not live) in houses that are heated with oil. 
4. Within 50 years, scientists _____________ (discover) a cure for the common cold. 

Read the ads. Then check (P) three true statements. (3 POINTS)  

HOT NEW PRODUCTS!
The Reason 

Washing Machine
Andrew Reason has been 
working on a “green” 
washing machine for over 
seven years. And now you 
can own one! What makes 
the Reason washing machine 
so amazing? It has only one 
button! Once you load your 
clothes in the machine, the 
Reason weighs the load. 
Then it determines the right 
amount of water, detergent, 
and fabric softener. You will 
save money because you 
won’t use as much electricity 
or water!

The Glo Nightlight
Do you know any children 
who are afraid of the dark? 
If the answer is yes, then 
try this cool, new nightlight 
with glowing balls! The Glo 
Nightlight has three stems 
that each hold a removable 
glowing ball. These electronic-
free balls don’t get warm, they 
don’t break, and they don’t 
need to be plugged into an 
electric socket. Kids can even 
bring a ball to bed with them.

The balls fade to dark after 
30 minutes. Once you place 
the ball back on the stem, 
a low-energy LED base will 
recharge it.

Mold and Germ 
Destroying Air 
Purifier
Cold and flu season is just 
around the corner. If you don’t 
want to get sick this year, why 
not check out the Mold and 
Germ Destroying Air Purifier? 
This gadget will eliminate up to 
100 percent of airborne irritants 
like mold and viruses by silently 
killing them. Once dead, the 
irritants are filtered and then 
destroyed in a 400-degree 
chamber inside the device. 
The device then recirculates 
sanitized, cooled air that will keep 
you healthy.

 

£ 1. The Reason washing machine is good for the environment. 
£ 2. The Reason washing machine won’t be able to do things like measure laundry detergent. 
£ 3. The Glo Nightlight must be plugged into an electrical socket. 
£ 4. The Glo Nightlight balls can stay lit for 30 minutes. 
£ 5. The Mold and Germ Destroying Air Purifier uses very cold air to kill airborne irritants. 
£ 6. The Mold and Germ Destroying Air Purifier can keep you from getting sick. 

 


